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               Salop Teaching School Alliance 

          R & D Case Study Outline 
 

 

R & D Question Can Lego Mindstorms encourage pupils to achieve higher in 
Computing? 

School/Organisation Idsall School 

Date Project taking 
place 

 

Aim of Project To encourage pupils to advance further in the programming aspects of 
Computing 

To increase engagement of boys in KS3 

To  create an after school group for gifted and talented pupils in 
Computing 

 

Project Details Students are required to build a robot and program it over a period of a 
half term. 

Session 1&2 

Pupils will build the robot from scratch. Using an online guide, pupils 
can use the Lego to create a robot with the EV3 box at the centre ready 
to be programmed. They will work in groups of 3. Between them they 
should appoint someone in charge of building and someone in charge 
of finding pieces. The other person can assist both parties in the need 
for speed. 

 

Session 3 

Pupils use the programs available within the software to transfer to the 
brick and make the robot perform some simple functions. This will 
hopefully ignite their interest. 

 

Session 4&5 

Pupils use the Lego program to create their own ideas and bring them 
to life. Pupils should work together to ensure an understanding of how 
the programming blocks work. This should enable them to see how 
everything works so as they can write their own programs from scratch. 

 

Session 6&7 

Pupils work on designing a program in Python for their robots. This will 
only be simple but should give them an introduction into how 
programming affects electronic devices. This will then be transferred to 
the robot and results should encourage the pupils to create some more 
over the summer. 
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Sustainability Aims The future will involve an after school club for gifted and talented pupils 
and those who are interested in computer science particularly in year 9. 
This will also be offered as an in-school activity on activity day. 

Who was involved? David Reeve 

Stuart Kettle 

Jennie Reeve 

 

Outcomes Students were more aware of how things work in terms of programming. 
They thoroughly enjoyed the building and Lego programming elements 
and really challenged themselves to make the robot do more interesting 
things. The teamwork element was very effective and pupils made new 
friends. The Python programming part was quite difficult but pupils were 
aware of the reason for this being important and were far more 
encouraged as to why programming is necessary and interesting. 

 

 

Project 
Evaluation/Impact 
Outcome 

15 pupils were involved in the initial run through. There were 10 boys 
and 5 girls and the boys were enthused by the whole situation far more 
than in an average ICT lesson. 

8 of the boys suggested it had been much more interesting than normal 
lessons and they felt they could do well in computing as they 
understood it better. 

2 of the boys felt they learnt better by seeing things happen and working 
out why the happened. 

All the girls enjoyed the project but found the programming more 
frustrating than the boys. They were very enthusiastic and managed to 
make new friends as they didn’t realise other pupils shared their 
interests. 

 

Overall, boys definitely showed more interest than in a standard lesson. 
I was pleased with the understanding, which came naturally as they 
progressed through the programming seeing how each action of the 
robot was pre-planned. They feel they will do well in computer science 
next year as they now understand why programming is important and 
not just copying from the board and not understanding what they were 
typing. 

 

Pupils taking computer science in year 10 increased from 22 to 57 for 
next year. 

 

This project has definitely enthused the pupils and they will benefit in 
the future if we invest in more robots and focus on different aspects of 
programming and the differences in languages used. Long term projects 
could be used to achieve some very interesting programming utilising 
the sensors particularly. 
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Please note your case study will be placed on the Teaching School website therefore if 
any photographs are supplied we will assume permission has been obtained by the person 
being photographed or parents/carers. 


